The Incredible Lightness of ….
White Finishes Lead

In the color spectrum, white is the union of all colors. It never goes out of style
because it blends with everything. Its reflective qualities make dark spaces lighter and
small spaces seem larger. It was widely used during the Modernist movement, which
began after World War I. The most famous all-white interiors were designed in the
1920s and 1930s by decorator, Syrie Maugham. Today her interiors are still considered
to be the epitome of elegance and glamour. Shades of white can add a rich range of
decorative effects to any room. White represents simplicity, hope, peace, and purity.
White in combinations of varied textures and patinas can help add warmth and lightness
to an interior while avoiding a clinical look.
Debuting at the October High Point Market, Currey & Company adds a selection of
products finished in white and off-white.

The Jessamine Vase and Table Lamp are truly artisanal pieces with a surface that is
studded with beautifully fashioned white flowers. Rather than apply one type of bloom,
a number of floral shapes are intermingled to give the white surface a charm that is
heightened by the top edge that is slightly rounded. The handmade character of these
pieces come from the fact that each flower is created individually and applied, one-byone, by hand.

Practical and beautiful, the Grand Lotus White Flush Mount will add light and sheen to
an interior with low ceilings—perfect for a closet or powder room. The Grand Lotus
White Oval Chandelier receives its majestic good looks from a combination of stunning
workmanship and a mix of sugar white and contemporary gold leaf finishes. The white
chandelier is skillfully fashioned from wrought iron. We also offer several Grand Lotus
styles in a number of sizes and finishes.

Like a Futurist work of art, the Giacomo Floor Lamp reads as much like a contemporary
sculpture as it does a luminary. Made of cast aluminum in a gesso white finish, this
white floor lamp is one of our products that comes out of artisanal foundries where
aluminum is poured into molds and cooled. Once formed, the shapes are among the
sturdiest profiles offered in home furnishings. Introduce the Giacomo to a mid-century
modern interior and watch it sing!

